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California State Board of Pharmacy 
1625 N. Market Blvd, N219, Sacramento, CA 95834 
Phone: (916) 574-7900 
Fax: (916) 574-8618 
www.pharmacy.ca.gov 

STATE AND CONSUMER SERVICES AGENCY 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS 

GOVERNOR EDMUND G. BROWN JR. 

STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS 

PUBLIC BOARD MEETING 
MINUTES 

DATE:   September 7, 2011 

LOCATION: Los Angeles County Health Services - Auditorium 
    313 North Figueroa Street 
    Los Angeles, CA 90012 

BOARD MEMBERS 
PRESENT: Stanley C. Weisser, President 
    Randy Kajioka, PharmD, Vice President 
    Greg Lippe, Public Member, Treasurer 

Anil Badlani, RPh 
Ryan Brooks, Public Member 

    Deborah Veale, RPh 
Shirley Wheat, Public Member 

    Tappan Zee, Public Member 

BOARD MEMBERS 
NOT PRESENT: Ramón Castellblanch, Public Member 
    Rosalyn Hackworth, Public Member 

STAFF 
PRESENT: Virginia Herold, Executive Officer 

Anne Sodergren, Assistant Executive Officer 
   Judi Nurse, Supervising Inspector 
   Joshua Room, Deputy Attorney General 

Kristy Shellans, DCA Staff Counsel 
   Carolyn Klein, Legislation and Regulation Manager 
   Tessa Miller, Staff Analyst 

Call to Order 

President Stanley Weisser called the meeting to order at 10:24 a.m. 

President Weisser conducted a roll call. Board Members Lippe, Veale, Wheat, Badlani, 
and Zee were present. A quorum of the board was not present. 
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I. General Announcements 

President Weisser recognized former Board Members Clarence Hiura, Stanley 
Goldenberg, and Holly Strom who were in attendance in the audience. 

II. Discussion and Possible Action to Consider Recommendations to Initiate a 
Rulemaking to Amend the Board’s Disciplinary Guidelines at 16 California 
Code of Regulations Section 1760, Including to Incorporate 
Recommendations of the Substance Abuse Coordination Committee 
(Pursuant to SB 1441, Ridley-Thomas, Chapter 548, Statutes of 2008) 

Relevant Sections 
California Code of Regulations Section 1760 requires the board to consider disciplinary 
guidelines when reaching a decision on a disciplinary action.   

Business and Professions Code Section 315 established the Substance Abuse 
Coordination Committee (SACC) within the Department of Consumer Affairs.  The 
committee was charged with formulating uniform and specific standards in several 
areas for dealing with substance-abusing licensees. 

Chapter 9, Division 2, Chapter 19 (Business and Professions Code sections 4300-4315) 
defines disciplinary proceeding for the board as well as the grounds for taking discipline.    

Discussion 
Executive Officer Virginia Herold provided an overview of the board’s Disciplinary 
Guidelines (guidelines).  She discussed that the guidelines exist to ensure consistency 
in Board of Pharmacy disciplinary actions. 

Ms. Herold provided that the board directed staff to restructure and update the 
guidelines and to also incorporate the Uniform Standards (standards) as finalized by the 
SACC. She reviewed the following proposed changes that have been identified and 
drafted for board consideration for incorporation into the guidelines.  (Proposed changes 
to the guidelines are available on the board’s Web site under meeting materials for this 
meeting.) 
 Consolidation of all of the individual license types into one set of standards.   
 Removal of all legal citations under each separate category of violations. 
 Improved definitions and inclusion of example violations within each category of 

violation. 
 Incorporation of SB 1441 Uniform Standards (Note: Some of the standards are not 

incorporated or not fully incorporated into the proposed guidelines.  These standards 
need to be implemented through board policy and/or contract changes.)   

Ms. Herold discussed that removal of the legal citations from the guidelines will increase 
readability and help to improve ease of use since the current lengthy lists of codes, 
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necessary because of the complexity of pharmacy law, make it difficult to read the 
standard terms for any licensee. 

Ms. Herold provided that the reorganization of the guidelines will allow the board to take 
into consideration the severity of the violation and other specified factors when 
determining penalties. 

Assistant Executive Officer Anne Sodergren noted that the guidelines include standard 
language and conditions as well as options that can be incorporated in disciplinary 
orders to address specific issues such as substance abuse. 

Ms. Herold provided that if the board chooses to move forward with the proposed 
changes to the guidelines, the board will initiate the formal rulemaking process and 
begin a 45-day public comment period prior to a public hearing. 

Ms. Herold noted that several of the standards do not need to be adopted via the 
regulation process as they serve as a policy guidance to the board.   

Public Comment 
Steve Gray, representing Kaiser Permanente, sought clarification on language added to 
page 16 of the guidelines regarding “disregard of drug shortages.”   

Deputy Attorney Joshua Room discussed that the bulleted information in this section is 
meant to absorb statutes that were previously listed in the guidelines and to refer to 
inclusive conduct of a given category.  He provided a specific example of drug hoarding 
during emergency conditions. 

Dr. Gray provided comment on drug benefits and access to drugs during a shortage.  
He discussed the responsibility of pharmacists to ensure that all patients have access to 
their medications during a drug shortage and the possibility that patients with a drug 
benefit may receive less than their entitled supply during a shortage.   

Ms. Herold introduced Amy Gutierrez, Director of Pharmacy Affairs, Los Angeles 
County Health Services, and thanked her and her staff for their accommodations with 
securing the meeting room. 

Stanley Goldenberg provided comment on the challenges retail pharmacies face when 
dealing with third parties and adherence to pharmacy law.  He recommended that the 
board address these challenges. 

The board recessed for a break at 10:42 a.m. 

The board reconvened at 10:56 a.m.  Board Members Brooks and Kajioka were 
present. A quorum of the board was established. 
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Additional Discussion 
Board Member Tappan Zee offered a proposal to initiate a rulemaking to amend the 
guidelines as proposed. 

DCA Staff Counsel Kristy Shellans recommended to the board that the legal citations 
under each separate category of violations be retained within the guidelines.  She 
discussed that these citations are present in the guidelines of other healing arts boards 
and provide guidance with respect to the recommended minimum and maximum 
penalties. 

Board Member Deborah Veale sought clarification regarding the removal of the 
citations. 

Mr. Room discussed that he does not find this information to be very useful when he 
uses the guidelines. He explained that the same citations are listed in multiple 
categories and are essentially a list of the titles of the various statutes.  Mr. Room stated 
that these titles provide limited information to individuals, such as administrative law 
judges (ALJ), who are unfamiliar with pharmacy law.  Mr. Room indicated that the 
current listing has been often ignored by ALJs and does not reflect the gradation of 
seriousness between the various categories.  He explained that the proposed guidelines 
now include bullet points to provide descriptions of the citations that have been removed 
providing more meaningful information. 

Mr. Room advised that although there is a possibility that this modification could result 
in concerns with the rulemaking package, this change is worthwhile.  

Ms. Herold discussed that the guidelines are intended to assist the board.  She stated 
that the current format of the guidelines was difficult for the board to follow when 
determining a disciplinary decision. Ms. Herold suggested that the citations be provided 
as an adjunct document, but not as one of the main organizations of the disciplinary 
provisions. 

Ms. Shellans referred to language within the proposed guidelines regarding the 
precedence of category III over category II on page 16.  She advised that this language 
is subjective and provides a lack of clarity. 

Board Members Veale and Lippe offered support for the proposed changes to the 
guidelines. 

Additional Public Comment 
Stanley Goldenberg suggested that a future edition of the Script include a summary of 
the changes to the guidelines upon finalization of the rulemaking.  He discussed that the 
changes may create anxiety among licensees. 

Mr. Room offered to provide a prosecutor’s summary of the amended guidelines to be 
shared in the Script. 
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MOTION: Direct staff to take all steps necessary to initiate the formal rulemaking 
process to amend the text of Title 16 California Code of Regulations at Section 1760 as 
proposed, and to modify the Disciplinary Guidelines, which are incorporated by 
reference in that section, as proposed; authorize the executive officer to make any non-
substantive changes to the rulemaking package; provide the proposed language and 
Disciplinary Guidelines for a 45-day public comment period; and set a public hearing for 
the rulemaking. 

M/S: Zee/Wheat 

Support: 7 Oppose: 0 Abstain: 1 

III. Discussion on the Implementation of California’s Electronic Pedigree 
Requirements for Prescription Drugs 

a. Overview of the Law 

Ms. Herold and Mr. Room provided a presentation on California’s Electronic Pedigree 
(E-pedigree) Law. 

Ms. Herold discussed that pedigree is an important part of a series of provisions 
intended to address threats to the prescription drug supply from counterfeit, 
misbranded, adulterated or diverted drugs.  She explained that the overall intent is to 
secure the drug distribution system and sustain and increase confidence in authenticity 
of prescription drugs in California. 

Mr. Room provided an overview of E-pedigree and a review of the current statutes.  He 
discussed that California’s E-pedigree law was first enacted in 2004, with an initial 
effective date of January 1, 2007, and then modified through several amendments to 
staggered implementation from 2015 to July of 2017. 

Other topics of discussion during the presentation included the pharmaceutical supply 
chain, recalls, industry readiness to meet the 2015-17 deadline for implementation, and 
future areas to be addressed by the board. 

Mr. Zee left the meeting room at 11:43 a.m. and returned at 11:48 a.m. 

Mr. Brooks left the meeting room at 11:50 a.m.   

Mr. Room stated that the board will regularly address E-pedigree as the 2015-17 
deadline approaches. 

Ms. Herold encouraged licensees and other interested parties to register to the board’s 
subscriber alert to receive updates regarding future E-pedigree meetings, which will be 
held as part of future Enforcement Committee Meetings.   
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Discussion 
Board Member Shirley Wheat asked whether specified technology is required by the E-
pedigree law. 

Mr. Room provided that the law does not specify a carrier or technology to be used.  He 
discussed that industry has indicated greater use of 2-D matrix bar coding over RFID 
technology.  Mr. Room discussed that there has been technology advances since the 
last amendment to the law. 

Ms. Wheat sought clarification regarding industry readiness in 2008. 

Mr. Room provided that many wholesalers and manufacturers indicated that they could 
have been ready by 2011. 

Ms. Wheat sought clarification regarding penalties imposed on licensees who distribute 
or dispense counterfeit drugs.  

Ms. Herold discussed challenges in identifying the source of drugs within a pharmacy.  
She reviewed a case in which a pharmacy failed to identify counterfeit medication that 
was dispensed to a patient. Ms. Herold indicated that both the pharmacy and the 
wholesaler involved in this case were cited and fined. 

Mr. Room discussed that the board’s ability to investigate and trace where drugs come 
from is reliant upon paper invoices.  He stated that California’s pedigree law will certify 
the point of entry of a drug into the supply chain and impose stronger criminal penalties 
for confirmed violations. 

President Weisser sought clarification regarding the current status and security of the 
supply chain. 

Ms. Herold discussed that diversion and losses of drugs from California pharmacies is 
up 45 percent over the past two years. She explained that this increase indicates a 
significant problem within the supply chain.  Ms. Herold provided that the board is 
conducting opening inspections of new pharmacies now to address this and other 
fraudulent activity. 

Mr. Brooks returned to the meeting room at 12:09 p.m. 

Board Member Anil Badlani provided comment on the diverse technology that can be 
used for E-pedigree. 

Mr. Room discussed that just as in all matters, the board typically provides flexibility to 
allow for advances in technology. 
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b. Comments of the FDA 

Connie Jung, Acting Associate Director for Policy and Communications, Office of Drug 
Security, Integrity and Recalls, U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), provided a 
presentation via conference call on recent track and trace efforts by the FDA.  A copy of 
this presentation is attached, following this meeting summary.  

Dr. Jung discussed risks to the drug supply including stolen and counterfeit products 
and provided an example of stolen insulin in June 2009.  She reviewed the increase in 
counterfeit drug cases opened by the FDA’s Office of Criminal Investigation from 1997 
to 2010. 

Dr. Jung reviewed standards for securing the supply chain including serialization, 
authentication, and the tracking and tracing of product and transaction data.  She 
provided an overview of recent efforts by the FDA in this area including the 
development of a guidance for industry and a public workshop that was held in February 
2011. (A summary of this workshop is available on the FDA’s Web site.)  Dr. Jung 
advised that the FDA published a Federal Register Notice to open a public docket to 
solicit comments from stakeholders regarding this issue.  

Dr. Jung provided that California’s E-pedigree law is in line with the FDA’s mission of a 
safe and secure prescription drug supply chain and to promote and protect the public 
health. She indicated that the FDA will continue to work with the board to pursue and 
maintain this goal. 

Discussion 
Mr. Room asked when it is anticipated that a response to the comments received in the 
docket from the Track and Trace Conference will be released.  

Dr. Jung stated that the comments are currently under review for consideration.  She 
indicated that the release date has not yet been set.  

No public comment was provided. 

The board recessed for a lunch break at 12:30 p.m. 

The board reconvened at 1:55 p.m.  Mr. Zee was not present. 

President Weisser recognized Stan Goldbenberg for his dedication towards the 
development of California’s E-pedigree law. 
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c. Presentations and Questions from the Pharmaceutical Supply Chain  

Bob Celeste, representing GS1, provided an update on GS1’s development in 
serialization and track and trace.  He reviewed the complexity of the supply chain and 
the challenges with tracking and tracing products as they change dispositions 
throughout the system. Mr. Celeste provided comment on other complexities and 
challenges impacting the supply chain including authenticity verification and disaster 
response and recovery. 

Mr. Celeste discussed that serialization will benefit the supply chain and the recall and 
expiration management systems by allowing access to information electronically.   

Mr. Celeste provided that GS1 will be holding a series of meetings and webinars with 
industry to discuss models that have been identified to secure both the product and the 
communication path of the information related to the product.  He discussed that GS1 is 
also in development for pilot programs to test components of the supply chain process 
as well as draft implementation guidelines for track and trace. 

Mr. Celeste discussed the use of barcodes in the supply chain process.  He reviewed 
factors such as handling that may damage the integrity of the barcode during the supply 
chain process.  

Discussion 
Mr. Brooks asked whether the barcodes used by UPS have been considered as models 
in this area. 

Mr. Celeste indicated that UPS barcodes are proprietary information.  He stated that 
UPS is working with GS1 on the development of barcode standardization in this area.   

Discussion continued regarding the use of barcodes and the development of standards 
in this area. Mr. Brooks suggested consideration for legislation to standardize barcode 
information for the industry. 

Ms. Herold discussed that pharmacies are required to provide information regarding the 
source of their medications and how they acquired them when inspected by the board.  

Mr. Room provided that a pharmacy in possession of a drug for which there is no 
pedigree or chain of custody document will be held responsible for receiving a drug 
without pedigree. He stated that education, compliance, and enforcement should help 
to deter pharmacies from receiving products without pedigree. 

There were no additional presentations or comments provided. 
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d. General Discussion 

There was no additional discussion. 

IV. Public Comment on Items Not on the Agenda/Agenda Items For Future 
Meetings 

No public comment was provided. 

The meeting was adjourned at 2:40 p.m. 
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Track and Trace 

Connie T. Jung, BS Pharm, PhD 
Acting Associate Director for Policy and Communications 

Office Drug Security, Integrity and Recalls 
Office of Compliance

Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 
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• Sign up for Consumer 
Updates by E-mail 

• Consumer Updates RSS 
Feed 

Update to FDA Alert About Stolen Insulin 
Search Consumer Updates 

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is reminding the public that stolen vials of the 
long-acting insulin Levemir made by Novo Nordisk Inc, still may be on the market, FDA first 
alerted the public to the theft in June 2D09, 

Evidence gathered to date suggests that the stolen insulin was not stored and handled properly 
and may be dangerous for people to use, The agency has received multiple reports of patients 
who suffered an adverse event due to poor control of glucose levels after using a vial from one 
of the stolen lots, 

In June 2009, FDA reported that three lots of Levemir totaling 129,000 vials had been stolen in 
North Carolina, So far only about 2 percent of the total amount stolen has been recovered, 

The agency continues to aggressively investigate this matter and is asking for the public's help in 
reporting any information regarding these vials to FDA's Office of Criminal Investigations (OCI) by 
calling 800-551- 3989 or by visiting the OCI Web site, 

Advice for Patients 

• Check your personal supply of insulin to determine if you have Levemir insulin from one of the 
following lots: XZF0036; XZF0037; XZF0038, You can locate the lot number on the side of the 
box of insulin and also on the side of the vial. 

• Do not use your Levemir insulin if it is from one of these lots, Replace it with a vial of Levemir 
insulin from another lot, If you must switch to another brand of insulin for any reason, first 
contact your health care provider because another insulin product may require adjustments in 
dosing, 

• Always look at your insulin carefully before using it, Levemir is a clear and colorless solution, 

Adverse events linked to stolen product 
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Counterfeit drug cases opened by FDA’s Office of Criminal 
Investigations per fiscal year
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What is FDA doing to develop supply 
chain security standards? 

• Section 505D of the Federal Food Drug Cosmetic Act 

• developing standards for tracking and tracing of Rx drug through the 
supply chain (who handled the product from the point of manufacture 
to point of dispense) 
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Determinati'on of System Attributes for the Tracki'ng and 
Tracing of Prescripti'on Drugs; Public Workshop• 

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is announcing a public workshop entitled " Determination 
of System Attributes for !:he Trac~ng and Tracing of Prescription Drugs ." Tlhis public workshop is 
intended to provide a forum for discussing potential approaches tow ard a track and trace system 
and obtaining input from supply chain partners on attributes and standards for !:he identification, 
authentication, and tracking and tracing of prescription drug packages, and to further the 
Agency's goal of protecting public health by securing bhe drug supply chain against !:he 
introduction of counterfeit and other substandard drugs . 

Datefs): February 15- Hi,, 2011 

Time: 9 :00 a.m. to 5 :00 p .. m .. 

Location: FDA VVhite Oak Complex 
10903 New Hampshire Av enue 
Bldg .. 31 , Room 1503 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20993-0002 

• Federal Reg ister Noti ce {PDF - 55KB) 

• Agenda ( PDF - 22KB) 

• Discuss ion Top ics ( PDF - 34KB) 

• Workshop Sumrnary {PDF - 63KB) 

• Federal Reg is t er Noti ce - Reopening of Comment Peri od 

Submitting Cornrne•nts to the Docket 

Comments can be submitted electronically to the docket at http ://www .. regulati ons .. gov . Tlhe 
docket number is FDA-2010-N-0633. Written comments can be submitted to the Div ision of 
Dockets Management {HFA-305), Food and Drug Administration , 5630 Fishers Lane, rm .. 1061, 
Rockville , MD 20852 . All comments should be identified w ith 1:he docket number. Written or 
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Track and Trace System Goals 

1. Preventing the introduction of counterfeit, diverted, subpotent,
substandard, adulterated, misbranded, or expired drugs 

2. Facilitating the identification of counterfeit, diverted, subpotent, 
substandard, adulterated, misbranded, or expired drugs 

3. Providing accountability for the movement of drugs by supply chain
participants 

4. Improving efficiency and effectiveness of recalls 

For discussion purposes only.  Developed for use at FDA’s public workshop.  
The information should not be interpreted as a final decision or position of the FDA. 7 
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FDA mission: to promote and 
protect the public health 

Drug safety….is our priority 

Drug quality…is our priority 

Patient safety….is our priority 

These must be your priorities too!!! 
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